Host ADMWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@-  RESUME MISSION -@-@-@-@-

MOParadox says:
::in sickbay::

OPSFowler says:
::On the Bridge::

CEO_Krieg says:
::on board shuttle Luxor, nearing the DS3 sector::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::in the brig looking at his PADD::

CMO_Lee says:
::in sickbay::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::walks into the main brig and excuses the Sec officers there::

FCO_Braun says:
@:: on DS3 station Ops monitoring work bees progress ::

CTO_Terr says:
@::standing beside DS3s sensor station::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::see the admiral walk in and sets the PADD down and gets up::

XO_Krust says:
@ ::checking secondary power in station operations::

CSO-Hall says:
@::in ops watching for perks in the sensor readings::

CMO_Lee says:
::cleaning up after surgery::

SO_Fist says:
::on bridge::

XO_Krust says:
@ All: secondary conduits seem to be holding.

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  :;steps behind the console::  K'tarn:  Sorry about the blow up......the Security Officer to your left in my office...Lt Geoffrey Wilks - and he is a Section 31 mole.....

EO_Devron says:
%::examining conduits::

CTO_Terr says:
@XO: Sir, I'll scan for likely mathces to your DNA and hopefully find your daughter and sister

Ben is now known as TACSturek.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::has a blank face::

FCO_Braun says:
@XO:  Workbees are continuing to seal hull breaches... nothing fancy... Decks 7, 8 &10 are the biggest problems...

XO_Krust says:
@CTO: we have many people to worry about, Lorna and Davie and so on .

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::waits for the admiral to finish::

EO_Devron says:
@::checking plasma flow::

OPSFowler says:
::Wonders why the CO hasn't checked in yet::

XO_Krust says:
@ FCO: every little bit helps Jakob.

CTO_Terr says:
@XO: I know, Sir, but it would only take a second

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  Section 31 doesnt look kindly on PRISM.....so they are trying to find a way to discredit our new operation......any little slip and PRISM would be done for.  Thats why I arrested you....but trust me....you are still a Captain, and I need your unique talents.

FCO_Braun says:
@:: taps combadge and speaks lowly:: *OPS* Nancy, have been able to make any more progress...?

XO_Krust says:
@ CTO: I would like to use the sensors to evacuate all the life signs on the station, no favorites ::smiles::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::still keeps his poker face::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  I need you to select 5 officers....to go undercover...and find, identify and end this terrorist threat.

CMO_Lee says:
::finally feels clean and heads for bridge, to see what is up::

CTO_Terr says:
@::smiles back:: XO: I'll tie in the sensors to the transporter systems and send most to the ship?

OPSFowler says:
*FCO* What I have so far is pretty intersting Jakob. I'll send it to you on an encrypted channel

SO_Fist says:
::moitoring the station's internal sensors::

XO_Krust says:
@CTO: excellent, any severe casualties should go directly to the planet.

MOParadox says:
::remains in sickbay::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Wolfe: and how are we to accomplish this task?

OPSFowler says:
::Encrypts and sends info to the FCO::

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives on bridge::

CTO_Terr says:
@::notices another whispered conversation between FCO Braun and another on the other end of a comlink::

CTO_Terr says:
@XO: Aye Sir, energising now

OPSFowler says:
CMO: How are the paitents doing Dr.?

FCO_Braun says:
@:: notices encrpted data at DS3 ops station, works quickly to unscramble it ::

CMO_Lee says:
OPS: They are doing much better, now that they have medical attention.

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::deactivates the force field::  I can release 5 Type IIIa phasers....advanced tricorders....and a Runabout, without raising too many eyebrows.  To be honest, Starfleet deciding to launch this mission to pacify the colony was a mistake......word is a march is going to occur tommorow.  If there is one, we need the terrorists dealt with.

EO_Devron says:
@::motions for Crewman to hand over the phase compensators::

CTO_Terr says:
@::scans the lifesigns and sees which ones need the most immediate and beams them to the planet::

CTO_Terr says:
@XO: All severe cases are planet side now Sir

OPSFowler says:
CMO:Sounds like good news Dr. and I'll take any good news I can

Host CO_Ktarn says:
wolfe: very well.  anything else?

CMO_Lee says:
OPS: Do they need any medical personnel down on the planet?

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  <OlympusOPS>  ::traces the Slicers that are hacking into the ships computer::

CEO_Krieg says:
$::begins a long range scan of DS3. Wonders how martial law is faring. frowns::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  Which officers do you need?

XO_Krust says:
@ All: allright that's our biggest concern, now on to repairs

TACSturek says:
::heads to the bridge::

OPSFowler says:
::Notices that her program might be traced, switches to another and makes the 1st one self destruct

OPSFowler says:
::

TACSturek says:
::remembering what CTO told him::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Wolfe: Krust, Terrance, Bruan, Fowler and Lee

CTO_Terr says:
@XO: Shall I send the others to the ship?

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  <OlympusOPS>  ::locks down the Computer Core::

TACSturek says:
::arrives on Pharaoh bridge and takes TAC::

Host ADMWolfe says:
::taps commbadge::: COM:Pharaoh:  Commander K'rust, Lieutenant Terrance, Lieutenant Braun, Lieutenant Fowler and Lieutenant Lee....report to the Olympus for reassignment immediately.

CEO_Krieg says:
$::surprised to find a Galaxy class ship at station. Opens channel to Pharaoh::

OPSFowler says:
*FCO* Jakob, we may have been traced. Did you get the 'package'?

CMO_Lee says:
OPS: Ooo....Yay, reassignment.

FCO_Braun says:
*OPS* I got it, I am decrypting it...

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Wolfe: would a cloaking device help this mission?

XO_Krust says:
:: hears chirp of com badge and  answers::

OPSFowler says:
COM Olympus: Aye sir.

CMO_Lee says:
COM:Olympus: Yes, sir

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  You will be heading for the surface as soon as the team is assembled....follow me....::turns and heads out of the Brig::

SO_Fist says:
::looks around::

CEO_Krieg says:
$COM:Pharaoh: Shuttle Luxor to Pharaoh docking control. Request permission to land.

OPSFowler says:
COM Olympus: I'll inform the other officers

XO_Krust says:
@ COM: Wolfe: acknowledged sir.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::folllows the admiral::

FCO_Braun says:
@<COM>Olympus:  Aye, sir...

CTO_Terr says:
@*Wolfe*: Aye Sir

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  COM:Luxor:  This is the USS Olympus....please hold position and transmit security codes immediately.

CMO_Lee says:
::heads for TR::

FCO_Braun says:
@:: has an engineer officer take over external repairs ::

CTO_Terr says:
@::walks over to FCO::

OPSFowler says:
::Opens come to the station:: *XO* Sir You and the CTO and the FCO are requested to beam to the Olympus for reassignment ASAP

XO_Krust says:
@ All: let's go shall we?

FCO_Braun says:
@:: notes CTO :: CTO: Yes, Andrew...

CTO_Terr says:
@::quietly:: FCO: Jakob, nice work, you almost had me fooled ::smiles widley::

CEO_Krieg says:
$::puzzled:: COM: Olympus: Transmitting codes...now.

CSO-Hall says:
@XO: Yes sir.

FCO_Braun says:
@:: grimly :: CTO:  Andrew, I don't think everything is as it seems...

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  *Bridge*  have the Pharaoh AT meet me in the ships Armory

CSO-Hall says:
@XO: I will beam back to the Pharaoh sir.

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives in TR, waits OPS Fowler::

XO_Krust says:
@Com: OPS: Nancy, beam us directly to the Olympus

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE OLYMPUS APPEARS DARK...UNLIKE ANY GALAXY CLASS IN SERVICE

CTO_Terr says:
@FCO: We'll find out soon enough I think, what with the Adm wanting us

FCO_Braun says:
%:: notes the surroundings, thinks "This is not good"...:

XO_Krust says:
@CSO: very well, Will. unless there is more you can do here.

OPSFowler says:
*XO* Aye ::Beams them to the Olympus::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  <OlympusOPS>  COM:Luxor:  Codes approved.   Approach at 1/4 impulse for docking proceedures

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Admiral: you never answered my question would a cloak come in handy on this mission?

CTO_Terr says:
@FCO: Jakob, don't worry, I didn't see anything  ::taps nose and smiles::

CSO-Hall says:
@XO: I don't beleive so sir. good luck.

CSO-Hall says:
@*SO* CSO Hall to SO Fist.

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  On the surface?  ::picks up a rifle and tosses it to K'tarn::

XO_Krust says:
@ CSO: thank ypu 

CMO_Lee says:
::can't wait any longer:: Chief: Energize.

CEO_Krieg says:
::realizes the station is still jumpy about shuttles. slows to 1/4 impulse and makes very deliberate maneuvers::

CTO_Terr says:
%::materialises on Olympus armoury floor::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::grabs the rifle in mid air::wolfe: ah i though we where taking a trip::

SO_Fist says:
*CSO*:Fist, here

XO_Krust says:
%:: materializes on the Olympus::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  No......the riots are tying down most of my troops.....

CSO-Hall says:
@*SO* Ensign, beam to the Pharaoh please.

CMO_Lee says:
%::materializes on pad of the Olympus, and heads for the armory::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Wolfe: the fighting is that bad?

SO_Fist says:
*CSO*: I'm already on the bridge, sir.

FCO_Braun says:
% On board the Olympus... heading for the Armory ::

OPSFowler says:
::Gets ready to pass teh conn to CEO Kreig and go to Transporter Room::

CMO_Lee says:
%::sees FCO in the hall:: FCO: Hey.  What's this all about?

CTO_Terr says:
%::Stands beside XO::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  ::checks another rifle::  The Bajorans arent ones to give up their freedom easily......

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::checks out the rifle::wolfe: I was wonders if I could get back the gear I had when i was beamed tot the brig::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: frowns :: CMO:  I am not sure we want to find out...

OPSFowler says:
CEO: Krieg, you have the conn

CEO_Krieg says:
$::grimaces as he sees the station,shrouded in a  haze of frozen atmosphere, gases, and metal particles::

CSO-Hall says:
@*SO*Ensign, please beam me to the Pharaoh.

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K;tarn:  I'm afraid not......need to keep the illusion that you are in the Brig...thanks to a keenly placed holoemitter...it will appear you are....

SO_Fist says:
::locking on to CSO::

CMO_Lee says:
%FCO: I would agree. ::arrives in the Armory::

MOParadox says:
::wonders what is going on

FCO_Braun says:
%:: arrives behind the CMO ::

CEO_Krieg says:
$::sets Luxor down into the bellyof Pharaoh::

SO_Fist says:
::energizing::

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE SPECIAL AT ASSEMBLES IN THE ARMORY OF THE OLYMPUS

CTO_Terr says:
%::standing between XO and FCO::

CMO_Lee says:
%::sees the rest of the gang there::

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  SAVE FOR THE OPS OFFICER....

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::see that his crew has arrived::

CEO_Krieg says:
*OPS* Acknowleded. ::quickly departs for bridge as he massages his left hand::

CSO-Hall says:
::arrives on the Pharaoh::

CSO-Hall says:
*SO*I am on my way to the bridge.

OPSFowler says:
::Gets into the transporter room and taps badge:: *Olympus* Ready to beam over

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  All:  Need one more dont we?  ::begins handing out phaser rifles::

CTO_Terr says:
%ADm: Thank you SIr ::as he accepts phaser rifle::

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  LTJG FOWLER IS BATHED IN THE WARM ENERGY OF A TRANSPORTER BEAM.....ARRIVING IN THE OLYMPUS ARMORY

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM:  Sir...?  May I ask what is going on here...?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::looks over his crew::

XO_Krust says:
:: gets phaser rifle from the Admiral::

CEO_Krieg says:
::turbo lift swooshes open. the bridge awaits::

CSO-Hall says:
::arrives on bridge::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::see his ops officer arrive::

SO_Fist says:
::stands to welcome the CSO::

OPSFowler says:
%Sir? ::Looks at the CO and teh ADM together::

CSO-Hall says:
::walks to SO::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::feels naked with over half his arsnal missing::

SO_Fist says:
CEO: Welcome back, sir

CSO-Hall says:
SO: How have things been here Daven?

CMO_Lee says:
%::takes phaser rifle, confused::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::hands his OPS officer the last Phaser rifle::

SO_Fist says:
CSO: Pretty slow; sensors are clear

CEO_Krieg says:
SO: Thank you. iIt;s good to be home. What's our status?

CTO_Terr says:
%::looks to CO and ADM:: CO: Orders Sir? ::eager to please::

OPSFowler says:
%::Takes the rifle but gives the CO a questioning look::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  All:  Starfleet expects my men to act like laser scalpals when dealing with crowd control.......we're more like broadswords..........so I need a scalpal

XO_Krust says:
%::notes the doctors confusion:: CMO: it appears we have a mission.  

SO_Fist says:
CEO: We've been handling evacuation and repair of the station

CTO_Terr says:
%::checks weapon and arms it::

CMO_Lee says:
%XO: I think I can believe that.

SO_Fist says:
::hands CEO a PADD to bring him up to speed::

Host ADMWolfe says:
% ::hands everyone a rather smallish tricorder...about half the size of a regular tricorder::

EO_Devron says:
@*CEO*: Welcome Back, Sir.  you will find all progress logs at your disposal...They'll bring you up to speed on the repairs.

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM:  Crowd control...?  Sir?  These people are just as frightened as the rest of us... what about their liberties...?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::takes tricorder and checks it out::

CTO_Terr says:
%::then slings it over right shoulder and rechecks hand phaser and accepts the small Tri-corder from Wolfe::

OPSFowler says:
%::Takes the tricorder and glances at Jakob::

CEO_Krieg says:
::thinking:: SO: Has anyone checked the station's sensor logs prior to the shuttle impact?

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  Braun:  And the liberties of the 300 men, women and children killed on the SS Liberty?

CMO_Lee says:
%::takes tricorder::

MOParadox says:
*bridge* is there anywhere I am needed because it isnt down here

XO_Krust says:
:: belts the tri-corder::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::tosses the CMO a small medpack::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Bruan: you forget that this sector is under martial law...wehter we like it or not

CTO_Terr says:
%::thinks, Quaint as he sees the little tricorder::

CEO_Krieg says:
*EO*Thanks, Nick. Looks like you've got your hands full right now.

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM:  But not everyone in New Prague is responsible... does everyone have to suffer for the act of a few evil men...

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::stores the tricoder and the tries the grib of the rifle::

CMO_Lee says:
%::catches medpack::

CEO_Krieg says:
SO: Mr. Fist, can you recover any of the station's sensor data?

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  Braun:  We don't have time for an ethical arguement here...many more innocents could die if we dont act now.....

CTO_Terr says:
%ADM: Sir, I know it isn't my place to queery a senior officer, but what exactly is it we will be doing?

OPSFowler says:
::Checks the charge of the rifle and examines the tricorder::

EO_Devron says:
@*CEO*: Yes, Sir. It is slow going down here....We are on a fourth rotation and the roster is ready for your review.

XO_Krust says:
% ALL: very true.  the time for action is now.

SO_Fist says:
CEO: I've been working on that, sir, but the stations sensors are not at 100% yet.

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM:  Admiral... who is Que-Shea...?

CTO_Terr says:
%::smiles as Braun finally asks the question which he has yearned for the answer for a long time::

CEO_Krieg says:
EO: Thanks, see what you can put together. I'd like to know why the station's defensive grid failed to activate.

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  All:  Find the terrorists....and eliminate them......I would suggest starting with the Temple on the surface....

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::ignores Braun::

CMO_Lee says:
%::stores tricorder, luckily the medpack goes around the waist, or he might have a problem carrying everything::

OPSFowler says:
::Knows where Jakob is going with this::

SO_Fist says:
CEO: Do you have any orders for the MO?

MOParadox says:
:: starts heading up to the bridge

CTO_Terr says:
%Adm: Eliminate completely Sir?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Terrance: you will have point.  K'rust you be rear gaurd.

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM:  Admiral... who is Que-Shea...?

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::gives Terrance a look as if to say...I hope that is a rhetorical question::

CTO_Terr says:
%CO: Aye Sir

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Braun:You assit Mr Krust in rear security

CTO_Terr says:
%ADm: Just checking so I don't violate any orders Sir ::smiles wryly::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Fowler: i want you behind Terrance

CEO_Krieg says:
*EO* Nick, can you get anything out of the station's tactical data core?

XO_Krust says:
% ALL: I have scanned the temple. we should have a complete schematic.

OPSFowler says:
%CO:Aye sir

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Lee: you will stick with me

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  All:  beam out from Cargo Transporter 1........time is of the essence.....

XO_Krust says:
% ::nods at CO::

CMO_Lee says:
%CO: Aye, aye.

FCO_Braun says:
%:: speaks lowly to Captain :: Sir, I think there is more here than our good Admiral is telling us...

CTO_Terr says:
%Adm: One important question Sir?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Admiral: aye sir

OPSFowler says:
%::Moves over to Terrance::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%All: you heard the admiral Mount up and head out

Host ADMWolfe says:
% CTO:  Yes?

CTO_Terr says:
%Adm: What if a terrorist uses a civilian as a shield? Shoot through or try to release?

CEO_Krieg says:
*MO*What is the status of the rescue missions on the station?

OPSFowler says:
%::Moves slightly to hand the FCO a tricorder::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  CTO:  What do you think?

EO_Devron says:
@*CEO*: I'll get Team2 on it, sir. We have mainly concentrated on the power systems repair.  We had our orders, you understand...

CTO_Terr says:
%Adm: Just making sure Sir

FCO_Braun says:
%:: looks at Fowler's tricorder and nods ::

SO_Fist says:
::checks LRS; just in case::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%terrance: come on Mr ::heads for Cargo bay 1::

CMO_Lee says:
%::follows CO::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::heads back up to the bridge of the Olympus::

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM:  Sir... we can't go around shooting civilians to exact your personal vengeance...!

CEO_Krieg says:
*EO*Understood. Tactical data is secondary.

XO_Krust says:
%:: follows the AT::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::stops, turns and walks up to the FCO::  Braun:  What was that?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::turns around::Braun: move it MR

CTO_Terr says:
%FCO: Jackob!

CEO_Krieg says:
::grabs a padd and tries to cram as much of the situation into his head as possible::

CTO_Terr says:
%::follows CO and grabs FCO's arm::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: stands firm :: We can't go around shooting civilians to exact your personal vengeance...

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Braun: no one is shooting civilians. No if you can not carry out your orders you will stay here

CTO_Terr says:
%::whispering Jakob: don't do it. We're not shooting civilians

MOParadox says:
*CEO* I am not on the station would you like me to report there?

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  Braun:  Your weapon please?  ::holds out hand::

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM:  Que-Shea was a Bajoran Liberation terrorist that Starfleet helped fund and operate...

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  Braun:  Your weapon NOW Lieutenant!

CEO_Krieg says:
*MO*Understood. Continue as ordered. Watch you head. Von Krieg out.

CTO_Terr says:
%FCO: Jakob that's enough!

OPSFowler says:
%::Nudges teh CO with the same info she gave to the FCO::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: slowly hands over phaser ::

MOParadox says:
::heads to TP#1

OPSFowler says:
%CO: Captian you might want to read this

CSO-Hall says:
CEO: Lt. von Krieg.  I am heading to my quarters to get ready to leave for the Elara.

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  FCO:  And where did you get that information? There is only one place...the Olympus computers.....

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM:  And once Bajor was liberated... these terrorist were labelled as criminals and abandoned by starfleet...

CTO_Terr says:
%All: For God's sake gentlemen and ladies, there are people depending on us. Stop this bickering and lets try to help them, give them a chance to live. Sir!  ::regrets outburts

CTO_Terr says:
::

XO_Krust says:
%:: thinks ohhh Jake::

CTO_Terr says:
%::outburst::

MOParadox says:
::Arrives in TR:: Transporter Guy: send me over to thge station

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::takes the Tricoder from OPS and reads it::

FCO_Braun says:
%ADM :: When they demanded "release them" it was those terrorist they were talking about, wasn't it...?

CTO_Terr says:
%FCO: Jakob, let it go for now!

CEO_Krieg says:
CSO: Before you pack, could you help Mr. Fist with retrieving that tactical data?

CSO-Hall says:
SO:  You are incharge again.  Try and get used to it. ::smiles at daven and heads for the TR. just before going in, he turns around and takes one last hard look at the bridge of the Pharaoh::

OPSFowler says:
%::The information on the tricorder states that there is a connection , Federation funded terrorists hand in hand wioth the Bajoran Leberation::

CSO-Hall says:
CEO: Yes.

FCO_Braun says:
%::looks at CTO:: Andrew... what if Seela is down there... are you going to shoot through her too...?

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  The padd please ::holds out hand::

MOParadox says:
@::materialiases in DS#::

CEO_Krieg says:
::returns to  scanning padd. can not believe the turn of events::

XO_Krust says:
% CTO\FCO: gentleman,please let's worry about that when the time comes.

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::points phaser at Braun::

SO_Fist says:
::establishing data link::

EO_Devron says:
@*CEO*: Team2 reports the tactical data is 46% retrievable, we will send it to you with an encryption stream....

CSO-Hall says:
SO:  First we need to tap into the station tactical records.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::hands the admiral the PADD::Wolfe: did the council know this when they declared Martial Law

CTO_Terr says:
%FCO: I'm only going to shoot at people who fire at me or endanger this mission

CEO_Krieg says:
SO: Mr. Fist, be ready to retrieve that data.

CTO_Terr says:
%FCO: I care about the deaths of inocents too you know. I'm more than a cold blodded security officer. I'm a husband and father

SO_Fist says:
CEO: Aye

FCO_Braun says:
%:: stands firm looking down the barrel of a phaser :: ADM:  Are you going to shoot me too to hide your crimes...?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%FCO: Stand down that is an Order

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  Starfleet had nothing to do with funding Que Shea's Maquis cell....the Federation council authorized it....and their contact with the terrorists was Miranda Wells.....

CMO_Lee says:
%::takes out a few things out of medpack, just incase::

FCO_Braun says:
%::looks at Captain:: Aye, sir...

CSO-Hall says:
SO:  Daven have you started to retrieve the information yet?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Wolfe: so that is why the counicl authrized the Martial Law

FCO_Braun says:
%:: stands down ::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  All:  Starfleet had nothing to do with funding or aiding the terrorists....the Starfleet council authorized it without Starfleet knowledge or consent...

CTO_Terr says:
%All: People. PLease stop this now. This is what those terrorists are after. Divisions among ourselves make their jobs easier

EO_Devron says:
@Relays encrypted data to the CEO's console.

Host ADMWolfe says:
<er Federation Council>

SO_Fist says:
CSO: It's starting to come in now.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%FCO: do you want relieved from this Mission Lt?

XO_Krust says:
% YES! Andrew is right!

CTO_Terr says:
%All: Believe me, I know. I once used the same tactic

Host ADMWolfe says:
@  All:  But...what I want to know..........WHO got this information?

FCO_Braun says:
%:: looks tired and grim:: No, sir... I just want to make sure everybody is all right...

CTO_Terr says:
%Adm: A little Leprechaun Sir!

Host ADMWolfe says:
@  All:  The only way they could have done it...was if they broke into my ships computers...

CSO-Hall says:
SO:  Good, then I am on my way to my quarters. ::extends hand to Ensign Fist to shake his hand:: I will see you around Daven.

Host ADMWolfe says:
<er %>

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::looks at his officers::all: Who hacked into the Admiral's Computers???

SO_Fist says:
CSO: Good luck, Will.

XO_Krust says:
% :: eyes  the Pharaoh crew::

CTO_Terr says:
%CO: I did Sir

CTO_Terr says:
%::tries to cover for Braun and Fowler::

MOParadox says:
@EO: Were are we at with rescue operations?

CSO-Hall says:
SO: Thank you.

XO_Krust says:
% CTO: ::narrows eyes:: LIE: you were with me.

FCO_Braun says:
%:: looks up to the Captain:: It was me, sir...

TACSturek says:
::going through some security records::

OPSFowler says:
%CO: I did sir. ::Stands next to Terrance::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::looks at the CTO::CTO: Do not lie to me Lt

CSO-Hall says:
::heads for quarters::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::eyes the Pharaoh crew::

XO_Krust says:
%CTO: Andrew?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%all: i want the truth and I want it know.

Host ADMWolfe says:
&  OPS:  Your weapon ::holds out hand::  and tricorder
FCO:  Your tricorder

CTO_Terr says:
%CO/XO: Sirs, I'm not lying. I knew about the operation and I did nothing to hinder it

CEO_Krieg says:
SO:Mr. Fist, what do you make of this ::shows SO the redout::

OPSFowler says:
%::Hands rifle and teh tricorder to Admiral Wolfe::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Terreance: you understand that is a courtmartial offense?

OPSFowler says:
%::Continues to stand at Terrance's side::

XO_Krust says:
% CTO: still, you had no access to be Olympus database.

FCO_Braun says:
%:: hands over the tricorder :: ADM:  I only did because I believe in the Prime Directive...

EO_Devron says:
*MO*: We have searched 67% of the station and have recovered or accounted for 56% of the station personnel...we are currently working downward through the decks..all docking areas are clear.

CMO_Lee says:
%::feels totally clueless::

CTO_Terr says:
%XO: I knew about it Sir, I'm as guilty as they are

CEO_Krieg says:
::tries to recover the time index prior to the crash::

CSO-Hall says:
::arrives in quarters and gets everything packed in Starfleet Dufflebag.

CSO-Hall says:
::

SO_Fist says:
CEO: It appears that the station's defense grid was sabotaged

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%FCO:I suggest you remain selent till you get legal council. ::looks at both the FCO and OPS::Both of you

CTO_Terr says:
%CO: Sir, you know as well as I do, if I get courtmartialed, someone else will take my place.

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::shuts down the items......and puts them in storage::  FCO/OPS:  You are under arrest for Conduct Unbecoming a Starfleet Officer and Espionage.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Wolfe: are you placing them under arrest

FCO_Braun says:
%CO:  Aye, Captain...

SO_Fist says:
TAC: Wanna take a look at this?

TACSturek says:
SO: What do you have?

FCO_Braun says:
%:: wonders if there will be a kangaroo court on the Olympus ::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::lowers phaser and points it at the FCO and OPS::  CO:  You have a mission to accomplish...and time is of the essence...

EO_Devron says:
@*CEO*: You should have all that we have, now.  There was some degradation in the logs, we could not account for 15 minutes of time during the attack.

CEO_Krieg says:
SO: Excellent work! Secure this data.

MOParadox says:
@::starts searching the station::

CMO_Lee says:
%::tries to remember legal classes from the academy that he took::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Wolfe: may I replace the FCO and OPS for this mission?

SO_Fist says:
TAC: This is the tactical data from the station prior to the collision

XO_Krust says:
and% CTO: I was observing you. I still see no evidence of your involvement.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%XO, CTO: we will discuse this later

TACSturek says:
::looks at the data:: SO: Interesting. I'll be sure to include it in my report.

CTO_Terr says:
%XO: Krust. Sir, It's my responsibility as CTO and Sec Officer to report this. I knew what they were up to and let them continue

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  K'tarn:  No time....

CTO_Terr says:
%CO: Aye Sir

CEO_Krieg says:
::guardedly::*EO*Good work, but the data stream is corrupted. We might not be able to recover it.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Wolfe: aye sir

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%all: move out double time

CSO-Hall says:
::after the job of packing is done, and puts on new uniform.  after that, he sits down and begins to famarlize himself with the Elara crew and helm systems::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::heads for the main cargo bay::

SO_Fist says:
::encrpyts the data and stores it on file::

CEO_Krieg says:
::picks up padd and reads..his face loses expression::

XO_Krust says:
% ::follows the captain::

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::eyes the OPS and FCO officers...angrily:: *OlympusOPS*  I have two spy's in custody in the armor.....beam them to the brig....full security measures in affect

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::enter the cargo bay::

CMO_Lee says:
%::enters the cargo bay::

CTO_Terr says:
%::follows CO but turns to Krust XO: I'm sorry Sir. One of my sec officers was keeping an eye on them and reporting to me quietly. I could have told him to put an end to it. IBut I didn't

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::steps onto the padd in the middle::

CMO_Lee says:
::puts the rest of the medpack into their place::

CTO_Terr says:
%::enters the bay::

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE OPS OFFICER AND FCO DISAPPEAR IN A TRANSPORTER BEAM, REAPPEARING IN THE LOCKED AND SHIELDED BRIG......THEIR COMMBADGES DEACTIVATED

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%all: take your postions::

CEO_Krieg says:
ALL:There's a protest on the planet. A violent one....

XO_Krust says:
% 

CTO_Terr says:
%takes up position::

CMO_Lee says:
%::stands next to CO, phaser ready::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::watchs as CTO take point and Krust takes rear::

EO_Devron says:
@*CEO*: We used a phase variance of .023% when recovering the data, that should compensate the stream and restore some of the data.  Some how it was smeared....Like a high magnetic pulse swept over the data tapes

CEO_Krieg says:
TAC:What is the number of the security forces planetside?

XO_Krust says:
%:: makes a Shut-up motion::

FCO_Braun says:
%:: looks around the closed cell, security forcefield quietly humming ::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%::checks phaser rifle::

CTO_Terr says:
%::raises phaser::

Host ADMWolfe ACTION:  THE COMBAT TEAM BEAMS TO THE PLANET (Transporter.wav)

Host CO_Ktarn says:
%Chief: enginers

SO_Fist says:
::begins scanning planet::

CSO-Hall says:
::picks up dufflebag and heads for the main shuttle bay::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::beams onto the planet::

OPSFowler says:
%::Looks at Jakob:: FCO: Well, now what?

XO_Krust says:
$ ::falls into position::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$CTO: scan the area

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  ::replaces Phaser rifle and locks down the armoury::

CMO_Lee says:
$::materializes onto the planet, next to CO::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$all:phaser on heavy stun

CTO_Terr says:
$::arrives on planet and takes point, scanning the area::

CEO_Krieg says:
*XO*von Krieg to K'Rust.

FCO_Braun says:
%OPS:  We did what we could... we were still right...

CSO-Hall says:
:: on the way writes something to the crew and stops by the bridge::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::sweeps the area::

CMO_Lee says:
$::sets phaser, and takes out tricorder::

XO_Krust says:
$:: locks and loads phaser: heavy stun::

MOParadox says:
@::finds someone under rubble. Her wounds are sevear:: *Paradoxon to Pharaoh*

CSO-Hall says:
CEO:  Lt. please give this to the Captain when he returns from the Olympic.

XO_Krust says:
$ ::taps comm badge:: *CEO* what is it, Magnus

Host ADMWolfe says:
%  <BrigOfficer>  :;walks up::  FCO/OPS:  You have placed under arrest pending an investigation for espionage and conduct unbecoming a Starfleet Officer.  These charges carry a maximum penality of 20 years in a maximum security penal colony and a dishonerable discharge from Starfleet.  Do you understand?

SO_Fist says:
*MO*: go ahead, doc

FCO_Braun says:
%:: nods at the Brig Officer ::

CSO-Hall says:
CEO:  Looks at Science One one final time::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$CTO: find anything?

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  A RIOT HAS BROKEN OUT ON THE PLANET.......THE OUTN UMBERED SECURITY OFFICERS ARE BEING PUMMELED

CEO_Krieg says:
*XO*Sir, you've beamed down into the center of a riot area.

SO_Fist says:
::salutes the CSO::

CTO_Terr says:
$CO:we're in a riot Sir

MOParadox says:
*Pharaoh* two to beam directly to sickbay*

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::Motions for the XO to kill the channel::

CSO-Hall says:
::nods to the CEO and smile at both him and the SO::

OPSFowler says:
%::Nods also::

CTO_Terr says:
$CO: Two hundred meters due west

FCO_Braun says:
%OPS:  Did he say that there was going to be a march on the planet...?

XO_Krust says:
$ *CEO* we are aware of that MAgnus, carry on.

CEO_Krieg says:
::nods to Hall::

CSO-Hall says:
::heads for the shuttle bay again::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$CTO:any idea where are traget is?

SO_Fist says:
::Locks on to MO and patient::

CTO_Terr says:
$CO: I'd say hiding in the temple

SO_Fist says:
::energizing::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$all: rember when i doubt fire first

CEO_Krieg says:
::slowly closes eyes. he knows what will happen planetside.::

OPSFowler says:
%FCO: Sounded that way to me

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$CTO: the  lead the way

MOParadox says:
::materialises in sickbay::

CTO_Terr says:
$::moves off slowly, pciking past cover::

EO_Devron says:
@*CEO*: I have been monitoring the situation, I can dispatch Team3 to the planet if needs be

CMO_Lee says:
$::scans immediate area in front::

MOParadox says:
Gets woman onto table and begins scanning with tricorder::

CSO-Hall says:
::walks in shuttle bay and into a shuttle::

XO_Krust says:
$ All: there are two sections of the temple. expect an ambush

FCO_Braun says:
%OPS:  All the other terrorist activities... the hit the Com channels pretty big didn't they...?

XO_Krust says:
$ ::scans behind the party::

CEO_Krieg says:
*EO* Negative, Nick. See what transporters you can get on line. We may have to evacuate Starfleet personnel.

CSO-Hall says:
*CEO* Hall to von Kreig. Permission to leave the ship sir

CTO_Terr says:
$XO: I always do. It's waht I would do in their place

MOParadox says:
::woman has lost a lot of blood:: 3 broken bones and a concution::

CTO_Terr says:
$::moves to the side door to the temple and slowly scans it for tripwires::

OPSFowler says:
%FOC: The information I got seemed to indicate that

EO_Devron says:
@*MO*: I understand you have left the station, send me a status report on the persons bio.

CEO_Krieg says:
*CSO* Permission granted, smooth sailing.

CSO-Hall says:
*CEO* Thanks.

CMO_Lee says:
$::never thought this would happen when he joined starfleet::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::behind the CTO watching the left rear and motions for Krust to handle the right rear::

FCO_Braun says:
%OPS:  If you were a terrorist and you wanted to draw as much attention to yourself what would you do...?

CTO_Terr says:
$::when satisfied as much as the tricorder will let him, Terrance slowly opens the door, visually searching for a device::

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE SOUNDS OF SHOUTS AND PHASER FIRE CAN BE HEARD

XO_Krust says:
$ :: moves into position::

SO_Fist says:
CEO: Perhaps a low level phaser blast would stun the rioters

CEO_Krieg says:
TAC:What type of weapons fire are you detecting?

MOParadox says:
*EO* woman has lost a lot of blood 3 broken bones and a concution unsteady heart rate laboured breathing

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::whichs he had a full team::

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE TEMPLE IS QUIET......BUT IT APPEARS THAT THE ALTER HAS BEEN DISASSEMBLED

CMO_Lee says:
$::puts tricorder away::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
<<ack wish>>>

CTO_Terr says:
$::the door opens without events and Terrance breaths out:: CO: It's clear, going in ::and Terrance moves inside the building like lightening::

CEO_Krieg says:
SO:Reconfigure the phasers.

CSO-Hall says:
Computer:  As of this stardate, Stardate 9902.11, I  turn all my duties over to SO Ensign Daven Fist.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::Enters the temple after Terreance::

CMO_Lee says:
$::enters temple just behind CO::

EO_Devron (EO_Devron@fez-pm1-121.farmvilleez.net) has left the conversation.

XO_Krust says:
$ ::follows the ay::

CTO_Terr says:
$::scans around for enemies and sees movement up ahead and motions at the CO::

CSO-Hall says:
::looks around:: to himself:  Good bye Pharaoh.

TACSturek says:
CEO: Various Phaser fire sir. Defenitely Federation.

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::scans the temple for threats::

SO_Fist says:
::calibrating phasers for low-level stun::

MOParadox says:
::sedates woman with hypospray and starts reparing wounds::

CSO-Hall says:
::departs the Pharaoh to rendeveu with the U.S.S. Elara::

CTO_Terr says:
$::slowly belly crawls towards the terrorist::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::catchs movement at the same time the CTO singals him..moves to cover the CTO::

OPSFowler says:
%::Looks at Jakob and whispers:: FCO: You think our package got trhu?

XO_Krust says:
$ ::keeps an eye out behind::

SO_Fist says:
::scanning melee for largest concentration of rioters::

CEO_Krieg says:
TAC: Mr. Barbato, please locate all Pharoah personnel on the planet and plot surgical phaser strikes around their positions.

TACSturek says:
CEO: Aye sir

CMO_Lee says:
$::crouches::

MOParadox says:
::bones and cuts repared begins stabising heart rate::

FCO_Braun says:
%OPS:  It might have... through several subspace relays...

CTO_Terr says:
$::quietly moves to within a few feet of the terrorist and poises to jump::

CTO_Terr says:
$::looks at CO for approval::

TACSturek says:
::a little confused::

Host ADMWolfe says:
$  <Vedek>  ::turns, looking dejected::

XO_Krust says:
$:: moves closer ::

FCO_Braun says:
%OPS:  Do you think the terrorists will hit the march to draw attention to themselves...?

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::gives the CTO the go sign...then singals Krust to be ready::

TACSturek says:
::locates the Pharaoh personnel::

CEO_Krieg says:
SO:How is that reconfiguration coming?

CTO_Terr says:
$::jumps up behind the terrorist and places left had across his mouth while wrapping his right arm around the terrorists throat::

XO_Krust says:
$ :: returns the ready signal::

OPSFowler says:
%FCO:Anything is possible with terroists

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::scans the room for anyother movement::

Host ADMWolfe says:
$  <Vedek>  ::eyes go wide as he is suddenly being choked by the CTO::

MOParadox says:
:: woman goes in cardiac arrest:: :: turns to assitiant:: Assistiant: do it !Clear!

SO_Fist says:
CEO: All set, sir. I just don't know if the AT is far enough to be unaffected

CTO_Terr says:
$::the terrorist slowly falls to the floor as the oxygen is cut off and he loses conciousness::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::notices the pale look on his CMO..and makes a note to inculde Combat mission in training::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::singals Krust to take a look at the CTO's victim::

CTO_Terr says:
$::whispers to CO: Tango down!

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::turns to keep an eye on the rear::

Host ADMWolfe says:
$  <Vedek>  ::slumps to the floor at Terrances feet...KO'd::

MOParadox says:
:: NO affect:: Asistiant: again! !CLEAR!

XO_Krust says:
$:: scans Vedek:: All: he will live.

CTO_Terr says:
$::stands up and looks at Krust::

CMO_Lee says:
$::thinks i need combat training, definitely!::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::thinks this has been far to easy where in the heck is Mr. Murphy::

XO_Krust says:
$:: nods at CTO:: CTO: well done, at least he's alive. 

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::and hopes Mr Murphy stays away

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  AS THE TEAM LOOKS OVER THE VEDEK AND TEMPLE....THERE IS A DEAFENING ROAR AS EACH OF THE WINDOWS EXPLODES AND THE BUILDING RUMBLES......A DEAFENING EXPLOSION ERUPTS, BLOWING OUT THE BACK DOOR AND KNOCKING EVERYONE TO THE GROUND.........

CTO_Terr says:
$::motions to CMO to give the Vedek a shot to keep him sedated for a while::

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION: THE SOUNDS OF THE RIOT GROW SILENT....

TACSturek says:
::detects an explosion::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::is thrown to the floor::

CTO_Terr says:
$::falls to the ground but tucks and rolls::

FCO_Braun says:
%OPS:  You know... if the Away Team were to set up there tricorders to detect Federation explosives they might be able to catch them...

CEO_Krieg says:
::looks torn. he's been in this situation before, firing on civilians::

XO_Krust says:
$ :: knocked to the floor::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$all: defense postions

CMO_Lee says:
$::reaches down to give sedative....then thrown to the floor::

MOParadox says:
::with a surge of electroshock the woman comes back to life::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::picks himself up and begins scanning::

CTO_Terr says:
$::slowly raises head to look up for tangos::

Host CO_Ktarn says:
$::great so Mr Murhpy decided to show after all!!!::::

XO_Krust says:
$ ::rolles and crouches in ready position::

CMO_Lee says:
$::quickly gives Vedek sedative and brings up phaser::

CEO_Krieg says:
TAC: Mr. Sturek.....

CTO_Terr says:
$::stands and raises phaser::

MOParadox says:
::wopman regains consesious::

SO_Fist says:
CEO: I'm not detecting any more weapons fire

Host ADMWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE CRIES OF THE DEAD AND DYING REPLACE THE SOUNDS OF A RIOT........

CTO_Terr says:
$CO: You ok?

SO_Fist says:
::standing down phasers::

CEO_Krieg says:
TAC/SO:Status report!

Host CO_Ktarn says:
CTO: yes

MOParadox says:
WOMAN ::breathls slowly shock in her eyes

Host CO_Ktarn says:
<<$>>>

Host ADMWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@- END MISSION -@-@-@-@-

XO_Krust says:
$:: begins scanning for more explosives::

CTO_Terr says:
$CO: I'll head on and take a scout?

Host ADMWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@- END MISSION -@-@-@-@-

Host ADMWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@- END MISSION -@-@-@-@-

Host ADMWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@- END MISSION -@-@-@-@-


